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WE ARE  BCN

A single-source for 
custom-configured solutions.

SINGLE PROVIDER

All services at all locations
on one monthly invoice.

UNIFIED BILLING

Single point of contact for 
24/7/365 U.S.-based support.

CUSTOMER CARE

OUR LEGACY

25 years of experience 
and thousands of 
business clients.

$

A single source provider
helping business clients find 
simplicity in complex
multi-location, multi-network
telecom deployments based
on the portfolios of 75+
wholesale network partners.

           SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW NETWORK MONITORING

PING Sensor sends packets every 60 seconds to router and plots out several metrics 
like downtime, ping time (latency), and packet loss.  BCN stores up to 90 days of 
data that can be viewed in a clear,  intuitive portal.

Sensor plots out the circuit utilization over time.  BCN Customers can view 
up to 90 days of historical data. 

Alerts are sent via email after circuit is unresponsive for more than 5 minutes.  
A clear log of alert activity can be viewed in the portal as well. 

All customer locations along with Router Name and Circuit ID allows a quick 
view to sensor status.

Today's complex information networks require a variety of devices to attain peak performance. Uptime and 
availability of those devices is critical as is the continual availability of optimal network bandwidth.

A BCN monitoring solution supports a wide variety of sensor types and includes uptime/downtime and usage 
monitoring as intense usage of network bandwidth can often be the reason for unavailability or system errors. 

BCN Managed Equipment and Network Monitoring services checks the availability of your equipment and other 
network devices such as routers, switches, servers and more - notifying the system administrator immediately 
when outages occur.  While our NOC  monitors your circuits 24/7/365,  you also have access to a web-based 
dashboard to view current circuit status. 

In the case of an outage, our team will contact the provider, open a ticket, use best efforts to speed resolution, 
and communicate with appropriate parties’ progress updates and ticket closure. Many times the BCN team is 
actively working toward resolution before our customer is even aware there is an issue. BCN's U. S.-based 
24/7/365 support means that monitoring and issue resolution are always at work.

What's more, BCN offers customers the added convenience of  monitoring all the equipment and circuits in the 
network, even those devices not included in the BCN solution.  For non BCN-sourced equipment and circuits 
customers receive notifications and alerts in the same timely manner and are able to address any issues directly 
with the service provider.  Detailed reports are created to document overall system uptime and include all 
monitored activity inside the customer network.

INSIDE THE BCN NETWORK MONITORING TOOL

BCN Network Monitoring solutions are provided at no cost for BCN-sourced equipment and circuits and 
for a nominal monthly recurring charge for those outside the BCN solution. 

Please contact your BCN Sales Partner for more details, or email Simplicity@bcntele.com




